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● Planning ahead
● On the walk
● Afterwards
Planning ahead

- Find somewhere to go!
- Look on Wikishootme
- Look through Wikidata and Commons categories to see what exists
- Look at weather conditions
- Schedule visits to restricted access places
- Equipment conditions (e.g., extra battery, tripod, photographic filter)

- Audience question: your thoughts?
On the walk

- Safety and awareness
- Finding the targets
- Cleaning up the monuments
- Photographing from all angles / details
- Recording metadata - plaques, coordinates
- Being kind and respectful can allow you to places not easily accessible to the general public.

- Audience question: your thoughts?
Monuments get lost or vandalised
Buildings fall down
Pantheon dos Andradas and Santos Cathedral
Afterwards

- Selecting / editing photos
- Uploading to Commons
- Expanding Wikidata and making new Commons categories
- Map it on OpenStreetMap
- Adding to Wikipedia articles

- Audience question: your thoughts?
Good photowalking ... and stay safe!